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78% of the U.S. population is not functioning at optimal levels 
of mental wellness.

78% 

87% of employees worldwide are “not engaged” or “actively 
disengaged” with their work.

$450 billion in lost productivity every year by U.S. companies 
due to disengaged employees.
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Gallup; Mental Health America



31% 
Increase in 

productivity

125% 

Decrease in 
burnout

37% 
Increase in 

sales

66% 

Decrease in 
sick leave

108% 
Increase in 

engagement

51% 

Decrease in 
turnover

Studies show that happier employees lead to…
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Forbes; Harvard Business Review; Gallup



These researchers are revolutionizing our understanding of mental wellness and 
happiness, and discovering techniques we can use to flourish at home and at work.

The science of happiness is a global community of psychologists, economists, and 
neuroscientists investigating how we can be happier, and healthier, human beings.
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Professor Sonja Lyubomirsky
University of California at Riverside
Author of The How of Happiness

Professor Todd Kashdan
George Mason University
Author of Curious?

Professor Corey Keyes
Emory University
Author of Flourishing

Professor Ken Sheldon
University of Missouri at Columbia
Author of Optimal Human Being
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Hapacus workshops, 
certification programs, 

and materials have 
reached all corners of the 

globe, from Washington 
and Washington, D.C. to 
Singapore and Slovenia.

Hapacus offerings are 
based on research from 
our Advisory Board, a 
team of four world 
renowned science of 
happiness researchers, 
professors, and authors.



A few of the organizations we’ve helped succeed…

“After our Hapacus workshop, company morale increased 28%, 
employee confidence grew 56%, and job satisfaction improved 
20%.  I would recommend Hapacus workshops to any organization!”

Andy Nunemaker  /  CEO, Dynamis Software Corp.

“Participants in this program gain the opportunity to truly transform 
their habits, values, and lives. I would recommend this to 
anybody!”

Professor Ken Sheldon  /  Psychology, University of Missouri
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e	
Develop leaders by 
building their unique 

“Mental Wellness 
Profiles.”

Reengage employees 
by creating and 

sustaining states of 
“flow.”

Enhance relationships 
by understanding & 

using the three keys to 
effective support.

Improve sales by 
enhancing the 

explanatory styles of 
your sales people.

Strengthen culture by 
aligning your 

organization’s and your 
employees’ values.



The Science of Happiness Kit includes our book, The Happiness Journey, four 
workbooks, and the Happy film by Academy Award nominated director Roko Belic.
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That’s right – the “Plan” step is FREE!  Receive a personalized assessment of your 
company’s mental wellness goals and challenges free of charge.

Plan Analyze Train Holdfast 

Identify clients’ unique 
goals and challenges 
through interviews, 
surveys, and self-

assessments.

Investigate findings, 
discuss with client, 

and present our 
customized training 

solution.

Conduct customized 
workshop, keynote, or 

consulting using 
hands-on experiential 
learning techniques.

Work with client to 
ensure long-term 

knowledge retention 
by creating 

organizational buy-in.
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Visit www.hapacus.com/corporate-training or email support@hapacus.com now!



Visit hapacus.com/corporate-training to…

…or email us at support@hapacus.com!
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